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Abstract

Axion-photon conversion is a prime mechanism to detect axion-like particles that share a coupling to the photon. We point out that
in the vicinity of neutron stars with strong magnetic fields, magnetars, the effective photon mass receives comparable but opposite
contributions from free electrons and the radiation field. This leads to an energy-dependent resonance condition for conversion
that can be met for arbitrary light axions and leveraged when using systems with detected radio component. Using the magnetar
SGR J1745-2900 as an exemplary source, we demonstrate that sensitivity to |gaγ| ∼ 10−12 GeV−1 or better can be gained for
ma ≲ 10−6 eV, with the potential to improve current constraints on the axion-photon coupling by more than one order of magnitude
over a broad mass range. With growing insights into the physical conditions of magnetospheres of magnetars, the method hosts the
potential to become a serious competitor to future experiments such as ALPS-II and IAXO in the search for axion-like particles.
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Introduction. Axions, originally introduced as a solution to the
strong CP-problem of QCD [1–8], with the additional bene-
fit of serving as dark matter (DM) candidates [9–11] are now
broader appreciated as low-energy messengers of high-scale
new physics. For example, in string constructions, axion-like
particles (ALPs) appear in multitude [12–18], populating a
great range of masses ma and couplings, representing viable tar-
gets for astronomical and laboratory-based searches [19–23].
Cumulatively, the largest efforts have gone into probing the
axion-photon coupling. Here, once the axion mass is below
the µeV scale, the leading probes are from high energy astro-
physics: axions can be produced in stars or supernovae [24, 25]
and subsequently convert into X- and γ-rays in galactic mag-
netic fields [26–28]. Alternatively, photon-ALP oscillations can
leave their imprint on high energy photon spectra, e.g. leading
to the dimming of sources [29–32], or, sometimes, even explain
their brightness [33, 34].

Some of the strongest constraints limiting the axion-photon
coupling to |gaγ| ≲ 10−12 GeV−1 have been placed from
non-resonant conversion using well-measured spectra of radio
galaxies, such as from NGC 1275 in the Perseus cluster [35, 36]
and M87 [37] in the Virgo cluster. In turn, resonant conver-
sion has been used to search for axion DM through radio lines
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produced in the conversion to photons using the strong mag-
netic fields of neutron stars (NS) [38–44], and significant recent
effort is being invested in pinning down the physical circum-
stances of signal formation [45–47]. Of central importance to
these studies is the account of the medium-dependent mixing
between photons and axions [48]. Photons experience a modi-
fication of their dispersion relation in media that may be cast in
terms of an effective mass meff. As is well known, the forward
scattering on free, non-relativistic charges leads to a positive,
energy-independent contribution m2

eff|charge ≃ ω
2
p, where ωp is

the plasma frequency [49]. Resonant conversion becomes pos-
sible when m2

a = m2
eff , and is hence believed to be relevant only

in a narrow range of ALP mass where m2
a = ω

2
p is met along the

propagation path associated with significant conversion proba-
bility.

The purpose of this paper to point out that resonant conver-
sion is possible over a large range in ma, considerably improv-
ing the sensitivity to gaγ and independent of the condition that
ALPs constitute DM. The central observation is that photons
also receive an energy-dependent, negative contribution to their
dispersion relation from the background radiation field [50],
m2

eff |EM(ω) < 0, where ω is the photon energy. This has im-
portant ramifications for photon-ALP conversion: because the
contribution grows in magnitude with photon energy as ω2, the
resonance condition m2

a = m2
eff(ω) that can eventually be met

for any axion mass ma ≤ ωp. In the magnetospheres of NS
with the strongest magnetic fields, magnetars, this condition is
met for radio frequencies (GHz-THz) close to the surface. As
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Figure 1: Real branch of the effective photon mass as a function of photon
frequency ν and electron densities as labeled. The solid (dashed) red lines rep-
resent a neutron star environment with B = 1014 G (1015 G). For comparison,
the gray horizontal line shows a typical galaxy cluster central density [52]. The
1σ-3σ shaded bands are inferred from the free electron distribution of the large
scale structure at z = 0 [53].

the strength of resonances increases with energy, the flux of
photons can reduce significantly. Together with the presence of
a geometric boundary given by the NS surface, this imprints a
sharp spectral feature that can be searched for in radio data. Our
objective here is to point out the main ideas and study the prin-
cipal sensitivity to gaγ. It is to be followed up by more detailed
analyses of the involved stellar systems [51].

The paper is organized as follows. First, we establish the
resonance conditions and the expected photon flux. We then
demonstrate our ideas using the radio measurements of the
magnetar SGR J1745-2900 close to the Galactic center before
concluding.

Resonant axion conversion. Axion-like particles a interact
with photons through the effective Lagrangian,

Lint = −
gaγ

4
aFµνF̃µν = gaγaE⃗ · B⃗, (1)

where Fµν (F̃µν) is the (dual) photon field strength; gaγ and ma

are the only other relevant model parameters. For the QCD ax-
ion gaγ ∼ α/(π fa) and ma ≈ mπ fπ/ fa holds, whereas for ALPs
one keeps ma as a free parameter while g−1

aγ is still expected to be
informative on the UV scale fa of symmetry breaking; we use
the term axion and ALP interchangeably. In a magnetic field
B⃗ the interaction (1) enables the conversion of photons (with
electric field E⃗) into axions and vice verse [48, 54, 55]. If the
condition m2

a = m2
eff is satisfied along the photon’s path, such

conversion becomes resonant.
The energy dependent photon-axion conversion probability

at the point of resonance depends on the orientation of the
(anisotropic) magnetic field. Furthermore, a resonance could be
met several times, and in a highly magnetized, potentially semi-
relativistic plasma the propagating photon eigenmodes differ
from those of a non-relativistic unmagnetized one. The accu-
rate calculation of the photon-axion conversion can hence be a
formidable theoretical problem [47]. However, once the con-
version probability becomes O(1), those details tend to fade.

For example, if several strong resonances were met, photon and
axion populations are driven towards equipartition, and as is
generally true about any equilibrium state, information about
the history how it got there is lost. Similarly, if a single, strong
adiabatic conversion were to damp out the entire flux, the only
information retained is encoded in the frequency range of where
this happens. As we shall see below, we indeed expect to en-
ter such saturated regime by virtue of an increasing conversion
probability with frequency. Here, the smallest saturated con-
version with 1/3 probability is attained when both photon po-
larization degrees were to take part with comparable strength.
We therefore employ the simplified conservative model for the
overall photon-to-axion conversion probability [56]

Ptot ≈
1
3

(
1 − e−3Plin

)
, Plin =

πg2
aγω

m2
a

∑
i

B2
T,iRi. (2)

Here, Plin is found from the Landau-Zener transition proba-
bility, BT,i = BT (ℓi) is the component of the magnetic field
orthogonal to the direction of photon/axion propagation and
Ri =

∣∣∣d ln m2
eff/dℓ

∣∣∣−1
ℓ=ℓi

is the scale parameter with ℓ being the
distance along the line-of-sight; negligible redshift has been as-
sumed. The derivative of R is calculated at each point of res-
onance m2

a = m2
eff(ℓi). The loss of photons into axions is im-

printed onto an initial photon flux Fin(ω) as,

Fobs(ω) = Fin(ω)[1 − Ptot(ω)]. (3)

For unpolarized sources, the effective photon mass receives two
important contributions (“double lens”),

m2
eff = ω

2
p + m2

eff |EM, m2
eff |EM = −

88α2ω2

135m4
e
ρEM, (4)

where ω2
p = 4παne/me. The second, negative term is the

photon-photon scattering contribution m2
eff |EM of the radiation

field [50]. It implies that the resonance condition m2
a = m2

eff can
eventually be met for any axion mass satisfying ma ≤ ωp. This
observation is instrumental to our proposal. In a supplement,
we show that while the condition of the resonant conversion
in the strongly magnetized plasma is modified (see e.g. [47]),
Eq. (4) and condition m2

a = m2
eff serves as a good representation

of the resonance condition over a wide range of relative angles
of magnetic field and photon propagation. It allows us to ex-
hibit the central ideas without entering the difficult subject of
detailed geometric dependencies; for a quantitative discussion
of the latter we refer the reader to the supplementary material.

Before proceeding, we emphasize that the applicability of (2)
and hence the formulation of resonant conversion requires
a well-separated two-level system away from the resonance
point, i.e., an off-diagonal mixing that is much smaller than its
diagonals in the Hamiltonian. This translates into the condi-
tion ϵ ≡ 2|gaγ|BT,iω/|m2

eff(ℓ) − m2
a| ≪ 1 for |ℓ − ℓi| ≫ 0 and it

guides the selection of potential sources and frequency bands
for observing axion-photon conversion. If we are—for the sake
of the argument—to neglect m2

eff in ϵ, we may write for a sin-
gle resonance Plin ∼ ϵ|gaγ|BR. This shows that to compen-
sate for ϵ ≪ 1 one should maximize the product BR. Saturat-
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ing R by the size L of the system, we estimate for the prod-
uct BL ∼ 10−8 G Mpc for the Milky Way and 10−6 G Mpc for
galaxy clusters. In the centers of clusters, the contribution from
the photon-photon scattering in (4) is of the same size as the
plasma frequency ω2

p ∼ m2
eff |EM for GeV energies but the con-

dition ϵ ≪ 1 is violated. If we look at magnetars with their
extremely large magnetic field strengths B ∼ 1014 G and size
L ∼ 10 km, we find BL ∼ 10−4 G Mpc while retaining ϵ ≪ 1
for GHz-THz frequencies.1 This demonstrates that NS have a
unique potential to probe the smallest values of gaγ through res-
onant conversion, and for the remainder of the paper we focus
on this case.

Magnetosphere model and expected signal. For an estimate
of the electron density we use the Goldreich-Julian (GJ)
model [59] that predicts the required magnetospheric co-
rotating spatial charge density nc as the difference of positive
and negative charge carriers,

nc =
Ω⃗ · B⃗
√
πα

1
1 −Ω2r2 sin2 θ

, (5)

where Ω⃗ is the vector along the axis of rotation with magnitude
Ω = 2π/P the NS angular frequency (P is a rotation period);
θ is the angle between r⃗ and Ω⃗. We then take ne = |nc| as an
estimate on the electron (or positron) number density; we cau-
tion that larger values from one [60] to several [61–63] orders
of magnitude are argued for.2 On the account that Ωr ≪ 1
out to large radii, the electron density only depends on the ẑ-
component of the magnetic field, ne ≃ ΩB| cos θB|/

√
πα, where

θB is the angle between B⃗ and Ω⃗.
We are now in a position to study the condition m2

eff = m2
a

from (4). Using ρEM = B2/2, we may write it as m2
a =

C1| cos θB|B −C2ω
2B2 with C1 =

4Ω
√
πα

me
and C2 =

44α2

135m4
e
. Being

a quadratic equation in B, we observe that resonant conversion
is only possible for energies below a critical value

ωc =
C1| cos θB|
2ma
√

C2
≈ 10−2 eV | cos θB|

(
1 s
P

) (
10−5 eV

ma

)
,

which also highlights that, in the GJ model, the charge density
vanishes for cos θB = 0. Forω < ωc there are two physical solu-
tions for the resonant magnetic field value. In the limit of small
frequencies, the photon-photon scattering contribution can al-
ways be neglected and one obtains a resonance that is associ-
ated with a small magnetic field value at a distance from the NS
surface,

B− ≈
m2

a

C1| cos θB|
≈

1012 G
| cos θB|

( P
1 s

) ( ma

10−5 eV

)2
.

1Resonances of the type (4) with qualitative different phenomenology have
also been considered for keV-scale thermal radiation emanating from the dense
neutron star atmospheres; see e.g. [57, 58] and references therein.

2This may in part be compensated by relativistic corrections in electron-
positron plasma, ω2

p = 4παne/me⟨γ
−3
e ⟩ where ⟨γ−3

e ⟩ ∼ ⟨γe⟩
−1 = 10 − 103 [64]

In turn, for growing photon energy, the cancellation between
plasma frequency and the photon-photon scattering term be-
comes possible (“double lens”). In the limit ω ≪ ωc any para-
metric dependence on ma can be neglected and the solution is
given by,

B+ ≈
C1| cos θB|

C2ω2 ≈ 1015 G | cos θB|
(

1 s
P

) (
10−3 eV
ω

)2

.

For ω ≳ 10−3 eV, the required B+ field values are found at
radii close to the magnetar’s surface. They are associated with
significant efficiency of conversion and Ptot ≈ 1/3 can be at-
tained. Hence, a sharp feature at ω = ωkink on the emanating
photon flux can be imprinted once the B+ resonance is found.
The second sharp feature is at ω = ωc but is difficult to access
observationally; note that ω = 10−3 (10−2) eV corresponds to
ν ≃ 240 GHz (2.4 THz). Finally, we note that for large gaγ and
ma values, the B− resonance may become efficient enough to
deplete the photon flux already for ω < ωkink, with the general
effect of washing out the spectral feature at ωkink; we take this
into account below.

To make progress, we may follow previous investiga-
tions [39–44] in assuming that the magnetic field is well de-
scribed by a dipole configuration,

B⃗ =
1

4π

[
3r⃗(⃗r · m⃗)

r5 −
m⃗
r3

]
, (6)

with magnetic moment m⃗ = 2πB0r3
0n̂, where B0 is the maxi-

mum field value at the surface of magnetic poles, r0 = 10 km
is the assumed radius of the neutron star, and n̂ is the unit vec-
tor along m⃗. Taking the star’s rotation axis along the ẑ-direction
and the magnetic moment misaligned by an angle θm one arrives
at n⃗(t) = (sin θm cosΩt, sin θm sinΩt, cos θm). Plugging this ex-
pression into (6) yields the time-dependent magnetic field.

This model has several features. First, for lines-of-sight
that end on the polar regions3 , the conversion probability is
suppressed because of the parallel magnetic field structure,
BT ≪ B0. Second, the GJ model has a quadrupolar structure
with directions of vanishing charge density. Both these fea-
tures suggest strong geometric dependencies. However, to a
certain degree, they can be considered artifacts. First, there can
be small-scale magnetic features of comparable strength close
to the NS surface [66], the region most relevant to us. Second,
the actual electron density may differ from the GJ one. From
Fig. 1 one observes that an increase of ne = 1013 cm−3 by two
orders of magnitude shifts the spectral break by one order of
magnitude into the observationally difficult THz regime. Our
proposal hence hinges on electron densities that are not too dif-
ferent from the GJ ones paired with magnetic field values in
the 1014 − 1015 G ballpark, inducing a spectral break at several
hundred GHz or lower.

The above findings are derived from (4) which is applicable
to unpolarized radiation and under the assumption that the radio

3Ray-tracing [38, 44, 45, 65] in our analysis is not required as we are strictly
concerned with photon frequencies larger than ωp and photon deflection from
a straight line is small.
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signal is generated close to the NS surface. More generally, the
photon-photon scattering contribution is birefringent [67, 68],
and in an ultra-strong magnetized plasma, it is the Langmuir-O
mode with both longitudinal and transverse components that is
being converted into axions. Indeed, recent proposals put the
origin of radio emission—produced in form these O-modes—
very close to the surface of pulsars [69], provided that such
mechanism is also operative in the pulsed radio emission from
magnetars—a process that is still poorly understood [70]. Ulti-
mately, our proposal relies on a sufficient mixing between axion
and emergent photon radiation. Although favorable examples
such as the one mentioned above exist, we do not understand
the physics of magnetars well enough to make a robust claim in
the positive and a caveat on polarization-dependence persists.
Nevertheless, in the supplemental material we show that the de-
pendence on the assumption of the location of radio emission is
rather mild: when the radio signal is created at 2r0 or 3r0, in-
stead of very close to the surface, the sensitivity is only mildly
affected.

Finally, in recent work [71], a modification of the Landau-
Zener formula due to the finite region of resonant conversion
and fluctuation of magnetic field was discussed for the condi-
tion when plasma frequency ωpl equals axion mass ma. In the
current context, the resonant condition m2

eff = m2
a, is fulfilled

when two large contributions— plasma frequency and vacuum
polarization—cancel each other with high precision. We may
estimate the the radial extend of the region where this cancella-
tion happens with the precision of axion mass,

∆r =
m2

a∣∣∣∣∣∣dm2
eff

dr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≈ 10 m

( ma

10−6 eV

)2
(

10−3 eV
ω

)2 (
1014 G

B

)2

. (7)

We see that for characteristic numbers used in this work, the
size of the resonance region is much smaller than the charac-
teristic size of the neutron star (10 km) and the assumed zone
of conversion (few km). We therefore expect the Landau-Zener
formula to be applicable.

Having mentioned important caveats to our proposal, we now
proceed studying its sensitivity potential by making some sim-
plifying assumptions. Importantly, in the regime where the
conversion becomes saturated, Ptot ≈ 1/3, all geometric de-
pendencies are distilled into the position of the sharp feature
in frequency only. In fact, the latter does not depend on di-
rection but only on B-field magnitude at the respective region
very close to the surface, and we expect ωkink to remain pre-
served over the typical observational time windows of several
hours. Therefore, for the purpose of illustration, we keep the
asymptotic radial scaling of a magnetic dipole, B = B0(r0/r)3,
but take its direction to be random. We replace occurrences of
the angle θB by its average assuming its uniform distribution:
⟨| cos θB|⟩ = 1/2 so that ne = ΩB/e, and take ⟨sin2 θB⟩ = 2/3 in
the conversion probability. Taken together, these assumptions
allow for a simple exposition of our ideas while retaining the
essential features.

SGR J1745-2900 as an exemplary source. We choose the
radio-loud magnetar SGR J1745-2900, 0.1 pc near the galac-
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Figure 2: High-frequency radio spectrum of SGR J1745-2900 during two obser-
vational campaigns over several days in 2014 [72] and 2015 [73] together with
reported fitted power laws that include additional data points below 10 GHz
(not shown.) The solid lines show the effect of photon-axion conversion for
ma ≤ 10−8 eV and gaγ = 3 × 10−12 GeV−1.

tic center with a period P = 3.76 s [74, 75] and B0 = 1.6 ×
1014 G [75] as an exemplary source. Its pulsed radio emissions
with mJy flux density have been measured over an unprece-
dented broad range from 2.54 GHz (118 mm) up to 225 GHz
(1.33 mm) [72] and to 291 GHz (1.03 mm) [73] over a pe-
riod of several days in 2014 and 2015, respectively. The ob-
served mean spectral densities were relatively flat, with respec-
tive power law indices ⟨α⟩ = −0.4 ± 0.1 and ⟨α⟩ = +0.4 ± 0.2,
with a possibility of a spectral break at tens of GHz. Flux den-
sity and spectral index variabilities are observed on long and
short time scales and there is evidence for some degree of lin-
ear polarization up to the highest frequencies [73]. The details
of pulsed (radio) emission from magnetars remain poorly un-
derstood but are generally expected to be associated with open
field lines of polar regions [76].

Figure 2 shows the averaged radio spectral densities of
SGR J1745-2900 as a function of frequency of the two observa-
tional campaigns over several days in 2014 [72] and 2015 [73].
The dashed lines show the reported fitted power laws (which are
additionally anchored by low-frequency data from 1-10 GHz.)
The solid line is obtained by multiplying the fits by 1 − Ptot for
ma = 10−8 eV and gaγ = 3 × 10−12 GeV using the simplified
magnetospheric model described above. As can be seen, for
ν ≳ 200 GHz, the resonance associated with B+ can be met,
leading to a sharp saturated reduction of the flux by a factor one
third.

Figure 3 explores the sensitivity in the (ma, |gaγ|) plane to res-
onant conversion assuming that a sharp spectral feature, i.e., a
sudden flux reduction ∆F|kink can be detected at the frequency
where B+ becomes available. The solid (dashed) red line de-
picts ∆F|kink = 20% (5%), which corresponds to the exclusion
condition Ptot > 20% (5%). The former thereby represents a
minimal required sensitivity while the latter illustrates the reach
of a better instrument. As can be seen, for ma ≲ 10−5 eV, the
result is independent of axion mass and sensitivity as good as
|gaγ| ≲ 1.4 × 10−12 (6 × 10−13) GeV−1 can be reached. For
ma ≳ 10−6 eV and/or for large |gaγ|, the conversion associated
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Figure 3: Sensitivity region on photon-ALP resonant conversion bounded by
the solid (dashed) red line based on the assumption that a 20% (5%) spec-
tral feature can be detected. Astrophysical constraints are cumulatively shown
by the blue shaded region labeled “high energy astrophysics” (see [77]) from
magnetic white dwarfs (MWD) [78] and pulsar polar caps [79]. Laboratory
limits from CAST [80], SHAFT [81], ABRACADABRA [82] and projections
for ALPS-II [83], IAXO(+) [84], DANCE [85], and ADBC [86] are shown as
labeled. Additional constraints that assume ALPs being DM are from halo-
scopes [87–93], previous analyses using neutron stars [42, 43, 46], or axion
stars [94].

with B− is strong enough to deplete the photon flux for fre-
quencies below the onset of B+. This washes out the kink and
the red shading indicates the region unaffected by it. Existing
ALP constraints and other laboratory projections are addition-
ally shown as labeled. As can be seen, an improvement over
current limits by more than an order of magnitude is possible,
putting astrophysics in competition with upcoming laboratory
searches that target a wide range of ALP masses, in particular
from 10−11 eV to 10−6 eV.

Conclusions. In this work, we show that observations of the
high-frequency end of the radio band of magnetars host the pos-
sibility to put very stringent constraints on the ALP-photon cou-
pling from resonant conversion at the 10−12 GeV−1 level. The
method works for an arbitrarily small and hence wide range
of ma, leveraging the energy-dependent negative contribution
from the radiation field to the effective photon mass (“dou-
ble lens effect”). It removes the direct relation between axion
mass and resonant electron number density and, at the same
time, places the resonance radius close to the neutron star sur-
face with ensuing strong conversion probability. Because of
the sharp NS surface boundary, a spectral feature that can be
searched for in high-quality radio data is imprinted.

Currently, an incomplete understanding of the magneto-
spheres’ physical conditions and the ensuing production and
propagation of radio photons from there prevents us from
claiming real limits. However, many uncertainties are expected

to be mitigated by future observations with SKA [95–99], com-
plemented by the steady stream of high-frequency observations
in the few hundred GHz range by mm/sub-mm arrays such as
ALMA, IRAM, or JCMT [100–102], and through paralleling
advances in the simulation and modeling of these extreme ob-
jects [69, 103–108]. Together, photon-axion conversion in neu-
tron stars may well become a serious competitor to the experi-
mental ALPS-II and IAXO programs.
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Supplemental Material

Appendix A. Resonance condition in strong magnetic field

We start from Maxwell’s equations supplied with the external current J⃗ = gaγ B⃗0∂ta where B⃗0 is the external magnetic field,

∇ × E⃗ + ∂t B⃗ = 0, D⃗ = ϵ · E⃗, (A.1)

∇ × H⃗ − ∂tD⃗ = gaγ B⃗0∂ta, B⃗ = µH⃗. (A.2)

Here, ϵ and µ are the dielectric and magnetic permeability tensors. In a coordinate system in which the external B⃗0 field is in
z-direction, the dielectric and magnetic permeability tensors take the following form,

ϵB⃗0∥ẑ
=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1 − ω2

p/ω
2

 − A


2B⃗2

0 0 0
0 2B⃗2

0 0
0 0 −5B⃗2

0

 . (A.3)

The first contribution is the plasma effect, where we neglect relativistic corrections. As we shall see below, our results are robust to
restricting ourselves to spatial regions that are not in the immediate vicinity of the neutron star surface where relativistic electron
populations occur. The second contribution is the vacuum polarization contribution to the dielectric tensor with A = 4α2/45m4

e .
In addition, the magnetic permeability tensor reads µ = (1 + 2AB2

0)13×3.

Taking the time dependence of the axion and electric field as e−iωt, and neglecting any time derivatives of B⃗0, ϵ and µ the Maxwell
equations can be combined. Supplied with the Klein-Gordan equation for the axion, the equations to solve are,

−ω2(ϵ · E⃗) + ∇ × [µ−1(∇ × E⃗)] = gaγω
2B⃗0a, (A.4)(

−ω2 − ∇2 + m2
a

)
a = gaγE⃗ · B⃗0, (A.5)

If we now switch to a coordinate system where the photon propagates in the z-direction, magnetic field has angle θ to the photon
direction and is in xz-plane, that requires a rotation of the magnetic field and the dielectric tensor as

B⃗0 = B0R(θ)ẑ = B0

sin θ
0

cos θ

 , ϵ = R(θ) · ϵB⃗0∥ẑ
· R(−θ),

with the rotation matrix given by

R(θ) =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

 .
Since µ is diagonal, it remains invariant under the rotation and its inverse is simply given by µ−1 = (1+2AB2

0)−113×3. The expression
for the dielectric tensor becomes,

ϵ =

 1 − sin2 θ(ω2
p/ω

2) 0 − sin θ cos θ(ω2
p/ω

2)
0 1 0

− sin θ cos θ(ω2
p/ω

2) 0 1 − cos2 θ(ω2
p/ω

2)

 + 1
2

AB2
0

 3 − 7 cos 2θ 0 14 sin θ cos θ
0 −4 0

14 sin θ cos θ 0 3 + 7 cos 2θ

 .
We see that Ey is not directly coupled to the axion since B0y = 0 and it is only generated through further spatial derivatives, which

makes it suppressed. In the following we hence treat the reduced problem with the y-components neglected. If we are in addition
to neglecting Ey also neglect any second order derivatives or products of first order derivatives that do not include ∂z, we arrive at
the following equations

−ω2(ϵxxEx + ϵxzEz) − µ−1
yy (∂2

z Ex − ∂x∂zEz) − (∂zµ
−1
yy )(∂zEx − ∂xEz) = gaγω

2B0xa, (A.6)

−ω2(ϵzxEx + ϵzzEz) + µ−1
yy ∂x∂zEx + ∂xµ

−1
yy ∂zEx = gaγω

2B0za, (A.7)

where µxx = (µ−1)xx and so forth. We may now use the second equation to express Ez

Ez = −
ϵzx

ϵzz
Ex +

1
ϵzzω2

[
−gaγω

2B0za + µ−1
yy ∂x∂zEx + (∂xµ

−1
yy )∂zEx

]
. (A.8)
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The resulting expression is rather cumbersome. Following [47] in a number of approximations, neglecting any external electric
fields as well as any derivatives of B2

0 (which also amounts to neglecting derivatives of µ) then we arrive at the following expression
in a generalization of [47],

−∂2
z Ex+

(ω2
p − 7AB2

0ω
2) sin 2θ

ω2 − ω2
p cos2 θ + 1

2 AB2
0ω

2(7 cos 2θ + 3)
∂x∂zEx +

ω2ωp(1 − 2AB2
0) sin 2θ[

ω2 − ω2
p cos2 θ + 1

2 AB2
0ω

2(7 cos 2θ + 3)
]2

(
∂zEx∂xωp + ∂xEx∂zωp

)
(A.9)

=
(1 − 4A2B4

0)ω2
(
ω2 − ω2

p + 5AB2
0ω

2
)

ω2 − ω2
p cos2 θ + 1

2 AB2
0ω

2(7 cos 2θ + 3)
Ex + B0gaγa

(1 − 4A2B4
0)ω4 sin θ

ω2 − ω2
p cos2 θ + 1

2 AB2
0ω

2(7 cos 2θ + 3)
. (A.10)

The factors (1−4A2B4
0) are of higher order, originating from the the product of elements of ϵ and µ−1 and we will neglect them. We

now consider the propagation in the z-direction and an ansatz for the envelopes of the electric and axion fields (time dependence as
introduced above)

Ex ≡ Ẽx(x, z)ei(ωt−kz), a ≡ ã(z)ei(ωt−kz). (A.11)

Following the WKB approximation detailed in [47] we arrive at

2ik∂zẼx − 2ik
(ω2

p − 7Aω2B2
0)ξ

ω2 tan θ
∂xẼx ≃

[
m2

a − ω
2 + ξ csc2 θ(ω2 − ω2

p + 5Aω2B2
0) + ikD

]
Ẽx +

ω2ξ

sin θ
gaγãBNS (A.12)

Here we defined,

ξ ≡
ω2 sin2 θ

ω2 − ω2
p cos2 θ + 1

2 AB2
0ω

2(7 cos 2θ + 3)
, D =

2ωpξ
2(1 − 2AB2

0)

ω2 tan θ sin2 θ
∂xωp. (A.13)

Defining the differential operator

∂s = ∂z −
(ω2

p − 7Aω2B2
0)ξ

ω2 tan θ
∂x, (A.14)

we obtain the Schroedinger type equation,

i∂sẼx =
1
2k

{[
m2

a − ω
2 + ξ csc2 θ(ω2 − ω2

p + 5Aω2B2
0) + ikD

]
Ẽx +

ω2ξ

sin θ
gaγãBNS

}
(A.15)

This equation can be solved in the stationary phase approximation which yields the resonance condition. Neglecting an overall
phase, the solution reads,

iẼx(s) =
1
2k

∫ s

0
ds′
ω2ξ

sin θ
gaγãBNS exp

{
1
2

∫ s′

0
ds′′D

}
exp

{
−i

∫ s′

0
ds′′

1
2k

[
m2

a − ω
2 + ξ csc2 θ(ω2 − ω2

p + 5Aω2B2
0)
]}

(A.16)

Let us first solve for A = 0, i.e., without vacuum polarization. Then

f (s) = −
∫ s

0

1
2k

[
m2

a − ξω
2
p

]
⇒ ∂s f (s) = −

1
2k

[
m2

a − ξω
2
p

] s=s0
= 0 (A = 0) (A.17)

The latter relation gives the stationary point s0 with the resonance condition, m2
a = ξω

2
p reproducing the expression [47],

ω2
p =

m2
aω

2

m2
a cos2 θ + ω2 sin2 θ

=
2m2

aω
2

m2
a + ω

2 + (m2
a − ω

2) cos 2θ
(A = 0) (A.18)

In the current context, this is being replaced by the following resonance condition,

m2
a ≃ ω

2 −

 cos2 θ

ω2
(
1 − 2AB2

0

) + sin2 θ

ω2(1 + 5AB2
0) − ω2

p

−1

(A.19)
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For the special case of θ = π/2 this becomes,

m2
a ≃ ω

2
p −

4α2ω2B2
0

9m4
e
. (A.20)

Comparing the negative contribution on the right-hand side with the known correction to the effective photon mass [50] m2
eff |vac.pol. =

−(44/135)α2ω2B2
0/m

4
e we see that the numerical factor is different by 35%. This difference is expected, because the negative

contribution to the photon mass in [50] was calculated for the isotropic case, where electrons are free to move in all three spatial
directions, while in the anisotropic case considered here, electrons only move along magnetic field lines. Because of this, we retain
an angular dependence in Eq. (A.19) for the resonant condition.

An important question in relation to our work is to what extend a detailed treatment such as the one above modifies the simple
assumptions taking in the paper. For obtaining an answer, let us consider ma ≪ ωp, such that resonant conversion is only possible
if a cancellation between plasma frequency and the negative contribution from the magnetic field happens (termed “double lens
effect” in the main paper). Neglecting the m2

a term in (A.19), one can rewrite the equation as

ω2
p ≃ (5 − 2 cot2 θ)Aω2B2

0. (A.21)

We see that such cancellation is possible if cot2 θ < 5/2 or

θcr < θ < 180◦ − θcr, θcr = arctan
( √

2/5
)
≈ 32.3◦. (A.22)

Hence, in a wide range of θ the resonance condition is approximately given by (A.20). For example, the condition (A.21) coincides
with (A.20) with a precision of 20% if 55◦ < θ < 125◦.

Appendix B. Influence of the place of photon creation

One of the important assumptions of our paper was the creation of the radio photon close to the surface of the magnetar. In this
section, we analyze the influence of this assumption on the sensitivity region of the axion-photon conversion (Fig. 3 in the main
text) and find that the dependence of the lower bound of this region on the radius of the radio signal creation is surprisingly weak
(for m2

a ≪ ω
2
p).

In this section we will use the same assumption as in the main paper: the magnitude of the magnetic field decays as a power law,

B(r) = B0

( r0

r

)3
, (B.1)

we will use average values for trigonometric function (assuming isotropic distribution), and electron number density is given by
Goldreich-Julian model, ne(r) = ΩB(r)/e.

The experimental signature that we found from the double-lens effect is a kink in the spectrum of the radio waves. It appears
when B+ solution of the resonance condition is equal to the maximal value Bmax of the magnetic field in the region where radio
waves are created. Let us assume that radio waves are created at some radius rγ > r0. In this case Bmax = B0(r0/rγ)3, while kink in
the spectrum appear at energy

ωkink ≈

√
C1⟨| cos θ|⟩

C2Bmax
, m2

a ≪ ω
2
p. (B.2)

The bound of the sensitivity is defined by the condition that the probability of the resonant conversion is equal to some minimal
value, Ptot = Pmin. This corresponds to the condition on the Plin,

Plin = −
1
3

ln (1 − 3Pmin) . (B.3)

At the lower bound of sensitivity, the contribution of B+ resonance dominates over B−, so we can neglect the latter. The maximal
linear probability is at r = rγ and it is given by

Plin =
πg2

aγωkink

m2
a
⟨sin2 θ⟩B2

maxR, (B.4)

so the minimal coupling constant the one can probe is

|gaγ|min =

√
Plinm2

a

π⟨sin2 θ⟩ωkinkB2
maxR
. (B.5)
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Figure B.4: Dependence of sensitivity on the assumed location of radio-wave creation. In the main text it is assumed that it happens close to the surface. If the radio
signal is instead created at a significant distance rγ = 2r0 or rγ = 3r0 from the NS surface (as labeled), the lower boundaries of the sensitivities change only very
mildly. We also show an estimate for the change of the upper bound.

The dependence of the R-factor on radius is quite nontrivial. We remind that

R =

∣∣∣∣∣∣d ln m2
eff

dr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−1

r=rγ

, m2
eff = ω

2
p −C2ω

2B2. (B.6)

Using this definition and condition of the resonance m2
a = m2

eff one can obtain the following expression for R-factor,

R =
m2

a

ω2
p

∣∣∣∣∣d ln B
dr

∣∣∣∣∣−1

r=rγ
, m2

a ≪ ω
2
p. (B.7)

Taking into account that ω2
p ∝ Bmax we get

|gaγ|min ∝
1

B1/4
max

∣∣∣∣∣d ln B
dr

∣∣∣∣∣1/2
r=rγ
∝ r1/4
γ . (B.8)

We see that in our model the dependence of the lower bound on rγ is quite weak. Even if radio emission is created at rγ = 10r0
the lower bound is relaxed only by a factor 101/4 ≈ 1.8. To illustrate this point we show in Fig. B.4 the change of the region of
sensitivity for rγ = 2r0 and 3r0.

Appendix C. Far side contribution to the signal

Here we discuss the dependence of the signal prediction on the typical radius where the original radio signal is created, Rradio
vs. the location of the B+ resonance, Rres for which we include a discussion on the potential contribution from the far side of the
NS. We take a simplistic picture of spherical symmetry. This will make the arguments easily tractable and maximize canceling
effects that are rooted in the geometry. There are various configurations possible, and in Fig. C.5 we highlight two principial ones.
Left panel i) corresponds to our principal assumption that Rradio < Rres. The right panel ii) highlights a situation where the radio
emission occurs in an extended zone indicated by the gray regions. Throughout we assume it to be a localized phenomenon in the
sense that we are not required to perform integrals over extended angular regions.

In case i) when Rradio < Rres an emitted radio flux F1 at radius Rradio becomes processed at Rres above a threshold frequency with
conversion probability P1. The observed flux is then Fobs = F1 (1 − P1). As a comparative measure to other cases, we may consider
the flux decrement at some characteristic frequency, i.e., by comparing the flux without conversion F(P=0)

obs with the flux that would
emanate when resonant conversion is possible, F(P,0)

obs ,

∆F ≡ F(P,0)
obs − F(P=0)

obs = −P1F1. (C.1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="Rjnd0MX+fkGvpUGDla6tUlQa5bY=">AAAC5HicbZLbitRAEIZ74mmNp1299CY4CF6FZBEVrxZWRC/E9TC7C5Nh6PRUss12p0N3ZXVo8gZ6JeqdL+QT+DZWZiKsmS0IVP//14eqSl4r6TBJ/oyCS5evXL22dT28cfPW7TvbO3cPnWmsgIkwytjjnDtQsoIJSlRwXFvgOldwlJ/ud/7RGVgnTfURlzXMNC8rWUjBkaQPL+fpfHucxMkqos0k7ZMx6+NgvjP6nS2MaDRUKBR3bpomNc48tyiFgjbMGgc1F6e8hCmlFdfgZn711jZ6SMoiKoylr8JopZ7f4bl2bqlzIjXHEzf0OvEib9pg8WzmZVU3CJVYX1Q0KkITdYVHC2lBoFpSwoWV9NZInHDLBVJ7wjDMXgBVY+ENnfy2BsvRWJ9RL1Xr33dVXehL6mfrX2vyLVTwSRitebXwGUk+Mz3XtaCDNig6eECRQtR5BuiCDOEzTddDXMZD36FBIpwsNZ+vSd9JQ05DUbRe/0O6FSE0/nQ47M3kcDdOn8S77x6P9573P8IWu88esEcsZU/ZHnvFDtiECVayr+wH+xkUwZfgW/B9jQajfs899l8Ev/4CdYjxpw==</latexit>

F1
<latexit sha1_base64="LAoB8mJXvBudHCp1UgPFkBwmris=">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</latexit>

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="qkzz5VJWmd5FU42nHpYL2721OLA=">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</latexit>

Rres
<latexit sha1_base64="E4S0roUEO2BDg4Yx8ccAgsEKr2Y=">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</latexit>

~⌦

<latexit sha1_base64="TrPTYsFwEj4zXSQr3OPbx8VJNUE=">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</latexit>

Rradio

<latexit sha1_base64="bVp/lAU4RbRsfFwrqw2B/zsGlys=">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</latexit>

P2
<latexit sha1_base64="gXWLsr7JosPz4y1JJ0gXmglDXv0=">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</latexit>

F2

<latexit sha1_base64="XHaI+k33tFE7f1G8d2yqHL4W25w=">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</latexit>

Fobs

<latexit sha1_base64="/57sjANMdOCDtyJ4ztd6f8SmZWA=">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</latexit>

l.o.s.

<latexit sha1_base64="qkzz5VJWmd5FU42nHpYL2721OLA=">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</latexit>

Rres

<latexit sha1_base64="XHaI+k33tFE7f1G8d2yqHL4W25w=">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</latexit>

Fobs

<latexit sha1_base64="E4S0roUEO2BDg4Yx8ccAgsEKr2Y=">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</latexit>

~⌦

<latexit sha1_base64="tC4bRcxDH9Z25rrczz02bzTXPbM=">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</latexit>

i)
<latexit sha1_base64="YqJWOHnyYZAKDQuvtgSvgvdZmdk=">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</latexit>

ii)

Figure C.5: Two principal options for the location of the resonance surface with respect to the surface of the radio photon creation. The left panel corresponds to
our main assumption Rradio < Rres, while on the right panel radio signal is created in the extended gray area.

This is the flux-decrement that we advertise as a signature in the main text. Under the current circumstances there is no contribution
from the “far side”.

The situation changes when we reverse the roles of both radii, and assume Rradio > Rres. As is evident, no feature can be imprinted
from the radio component that reaches us from the near side of the neutron star. However, denoting far side quantities by index “2”,
the observed flux is Fobs = F1 + F2P2P1 where the second term is from axions that traverse the NS before being regenerated as
photons and a non-vanishing flux increment is present even in this case,

∆F = P1P2F2. (C.2)

We may now turn to case ii) with an extended zone of radio emission with the radius of resonance situated within this zone. Then
we have two contributions to the unprocessed radio signal on each side. One generated within r < Rres denoted by F(in) and one
generated in the exterior r > Rres of the resonance zone, F(out). The observed flux then becomes Fobs = F(out)

1 + F(in)
1 [1 − P1] +

F(out)
2 P2P1. The change in photon flux then has contributions of both signs,

∆F = −F(in)
1 P1 + F(out)

2 P2P1. (C.3)

The far side contribution may hence “wash out” the signal or, in a fine-tuned situation, cancel it altogether.
Finally, we mention that we assumed a geometric “obscuration limit” for the far side. However, if RNS ≪ Rradio, Rres both near

and far side contribute on similar footing. This limit is of less interest for the current purposes as we rely on the resonance B+ that
is found in vicinity of the NS surface. Therefore, as stated in the main text, our proposal is sensitive to the assumption that Rradio is
of similar order than RNS.
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